The critical challenge in tracking-by-detection framework is how to avoid drift problem during online learning, where the robust features for a variety of appearance changes are difficult to be learned and a reasonable intersection over union (IoU) threshold that defines the true/false positives is hard to set. This paper presents the TCDCaps method to address the problems above via a cascaded dense capsule architecture. To get robust features, we extend original capsules with denseconnected routing, which are referred as DCaps. Depending on the preservation of part-whole relationships in the Capsule Networks, our denseconnected capsules can capture a variety of appearance variations. In addition, to handle the issue of IoU threshold, a cascaded DCaps model (CDCaps) is proposed to improve the quality of candidates, it consists of sequential DCaps trained with increasing IoU thresholds so as to sequentially improve the quality of candidates. Extensive experiments on 3 popular benchmarks demonstrate the robustness of the proposed TCDCaps.
Introduction
Visual tracking plays a fundamental role in computer vision. And visual tracking has been widely applied in various fields such as autonomous driving, human-computer interaction and video surveillance, etc. The core task for a single object tracking is to track an arbitrary target with a bounding box in constantly changing sequences which are influenced by some factors including occlusions, scale variations and deformations (see Figure1).
Inspired by great success of convolutional neural networks (CNNs), some tracking-by-detection trackers [Nam and Han, 2016; Fan and Ling, 2017b] achieve high performance with the powerful feature representation in CNNs. In the framework of tracking-by-detection, the tracking process is implemented by training an incrementally learned classifier to capture appearance variations of the target. And an efficient update strategy is needed to update the classifier fre- * Contact Author quently when the appearance is changed by partial occlusion, in-plane rotation, out-of-plane rotation and so on. However, the essential problem in such cases is the lack of partto-whole relationships among the target rather than an efficient update strategy (since the training samples in such cases may include background which will result in drift). To alleviate this problem, prior trackers [Yeo et al., 2017; have made efforts on learning the part-towhole relationships by a graph model to deal with image patch or superpixel (which needs additional resample operation on the target). That is, existing trackers need extra complex design to learn the relationships. Hence, we aim to capture the part-to-whole relationships of the target itself directly in the feature space to cope with the appearance variations of the target.
In this work, we take advantage of recent progress in the Capsule Networks [Sabour et al., 2017] to learn part-to-whole relationships among the target to capture robust features for a variety of appearance changes. Although CNNs achieve remarkable results in many computer vision tasks by using multi scalar of neurons in CNNs, the information of neuron (including spatial orientation, magnitude and other attributes) in Capsule Networks is stored as vectors, rather than the only scalar in standard CNNs (which will result in the fact that neurons are ambivalent to the spatial relationships within the previous layer). Furthermore, the meaningful part-to-whole relationships constructed by the "routed" capsules is not concerned in CNNs. Hence, we utilize the characteristics in Capsule Networks [Sabour et al., 2017] so as to separate the target from background effectively. In order to improve the possibility of capturing changes towards appearance of the target, we propose a DCaps model with dense-connected routing. In DCaps, transformation matrices are not only shared to each member of the grid within a capsule type but also shared across capsule types. These innovations allow us to learn a comprehensive set of different capsules.
Moreover, another problem in tracking-by-detection is that the quality of candidates depend on appropriate IoU threshold. Some algorithms ignore this point which will reduce the performance of the tracker to some extent. In fact, the higher performance detection needs to deal with a closer match candidates [Cai and Vasconcelos, 2017] . Besides, to produce a higher performance detector, it does not suffice to simply increase the IoU threshold during training, which will result in overfitting. We solve this problem by designing a multistage extension of the proposed DCaps, where we gradually increase IoU threshold in CDCaps. The cascade of DCaps is trained sequentially, using the output (closer match candidates) of one stage to train the next. In CDCaps, each stage aims to find a good set of candidates for training the next stage.
Meanwhile, to evaluate our proposed TCDCaps, we carry out extensive experiments on OTB , TC128 [Liang et al., 2015] and VOT2017 [Kristan et al., 2017] benchmarks. On the challenging OTB, TC128 and VOT2017, the proposed tracker achieves competitive performance in precision and AUC (area under curve).
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
I. We propose a dense-connected capsule architecture (DCaps) to capture the part-to-whole relationships within the target.
II. We propose a cascaded DCaps (CDCaps) to further improve the tracking performance of tracking-by-detection.
III.
Quantitative and qualitative evaluation demonstrate the competitive performance of our tracking algorithm compared to the state-of-the-art techniques in 3 public benchmarks: OTB , TC128 [Liang et al., 2015] and VOT2017 [Kristan et al., 2017] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly review related work in Section 2. The detailed configuration of the proposed algorithm is described in Section 3. The tracking details are shown in Section 4. Section 5 illustrates experimental results on the 3 large tracking benchmarks. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Related Work

Visual Object Tracking
Benefiting from the powerful representations of deep networks, some tracking-by-detection trackers as discriminative models are proposed to further improve the performance. Bohyung Han et al. [Nam and Han, 2016] taked full advantage of the end-to-end learning, and achieved state-of-the-art performance by online updating the network. In order to improve ability for inter-class classification, Heng Fan et al. [Fan and Ling, 2016] added recurrent neural networks (RNNs) into CNNs to learn the self-structure of object. In addition, more robust appearance models are introduced in BranchOut . Different from these tracking-by-detection trackers, we proposed TCDCaps to utilize the capsule networks for visual tracking, which is proposed for the first time in literature. And DCaps model is designed to mine meaningful part-to-whole relationships among the target, which can improve the discriminative ability of our tracker to deal with both background objects and similar distractors. In addition, we obtain the better quality of candidates by cascaded DCaps.
Cascaded Architecture in Tracking
Some explorations in cascaded tracking have also been proposed. At the model level, Lei Qin et al. [Qin et al., 2013] incorporated a generative and a discriminative model in a cascaded manner for visual tracking. Most candidates are filtered out by generative model, and the rest of candidates are fed into discriminative model. Meanwhile, the two models are independent each other. At the feature level, Chen Huang et al. [Huang et al., 2017a] treated the traditional CNNs as a natural cascaded architecture with enhanced abstract feature representations. They proposed to learn a decision policy of using the early layers in CNNs to predict the state of target as early as possible. However, such trackers seem to ignore that performance of tracking-by-detection is heavily relied on candidates that are with a closer match. Different from these trackers, we propose to employ a multi-stage DCaps in CDCaps to improve the quality of candidates sequentially.
Capsule Networks for Vision Tasks
Some vision tasks have been proposed with the help of the Capsule Networks with its remarkable results on the MNIST dataset. For localization task, Sunil Prakash et al. [Prakash and Gu, 2018 ] presented a simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) system, based on Capsule Networks (CapsNet). For segmentation task, Rodney LaLonde et al. [LaLonde and Bagci, 2018] expended the use of capsule networks to the task of object segmentation with a novel dynamic routing algorithm. In this paper, we extend the original Capsule Networks (to tracking task) with dense-connected routing and cascaded architecture for characterizing the partto-whole relationships among the target, which learns more robust representations for tracking.
The Proposed CDCaps
Although CNNs have achieved remarkable performance in many computer vision tasks, the scalar of neurons at any given layers in CNNs are ambiguous to form the spatial relationships of the neurons in previous layer. Capsule Networks overcome this drawback by the meaningful part-to-whole relationships formed within capsules. We believe that this natural advantage of capsules can be used effectively for visual tracking. Therefore, the overall goal of this work is to extend Capsule Networks to equip a tracker with comprehensive relationships of part-to-whole within the feature space to improve the robust ability for separating the target from complex background.
Capsule Network
The implementation of Capsule Networks utilizes one convolution for generating feature maps. Then feature maps are fed into PrimayCaps, which transform the feature maps to initial capsules, and a non-linear squashing function which guarantees the length of each vector to one. After that, a DigitCaps layer is applied which forms final capsules. The communication between PrimayCaps and DigitCaps is the dynamic routing algorithm (see Figure 2 (a)).
Some tracking-by-detection CNNs trackers failed to track the target when the appearance of the target surfers from sudden or dramatic changes. In our opinion, it is due to the lack of part-to-whole relationships at neuron level in standard CNNs. Moreover, performing visual tracking with the original Capsule Network is difficult for following reasons. First, the Capsule Networks architecture is extremely computationally expensive, both in terms of memory and run-time. Second, when the target encounters with partial occlusion (even large area occlusion), out-of-plane rotation, motion blur and so on, attributes (different capsule types) of the target are also faced with dramatic variations. Under such cases, the relatively easy part-to-whole relationships within Capsule Network are unbearable to cope with such complex occasions. We solve this problem by extending the original Capsule Network to the proposed DCaps in three ways. First, we rewrite the dynamic routing algorithm to reduce the parameter size of the Capsule Networks. Second, multi capsule units (PrimaryCaps and ObjectCaps) are connected in horizontal and vertical manner. Third, lateral connection are used to compensate for the loss of global connectivity with the nonneighbor capsule units. These innovations allow us to learn more abstract attributes to form more robust part-to-whole relationships within the target.
DCaps
As illustrated in Figure 2 (a), the capsule unit is composed with PrimaryCaps and ObjectCaps. The PrimaryCaps and ObjectCaps make a decision together but it is not enough for complex input. To overcome this issue, we implemented multi PrimaryCaps within multi capsule unit, hence diversifying the capsules. Besides, since the PrimaryCaps are used to encode the input, i.e. there are two key operations in PrimaryCaps including 2D convolution and reshape. In order to cover more abstract attributes, the number of PrimaryCaps increased exponentially with the layers going deeper to generate more abstract capsules.
ObjectCaps plays the role of routing which corresponds to DigitCaps in original Capsule Networks. As shown in Figure  2 (b), let u i denotes an output of a capsule i, and j is the parent capsule, the prediction is defined as:
where W ij is the weight matrix. The coupling weight c ij is computed by a softmax function. The contribution variable b ij is initialized with 0 when the routing is beginning. The input of parent capsule j is s j , and the output of j is v j which is calculated by a nonlinear squashing function to prevent that output exceed one. As the iteration continues, the contribution variable is updated by a dot product of u and v which measures the similarity between input and output of a capsule. Different from original dynamic routing which routes from every parent capsule to every children capsule, inspired by the principle of convolutional kernels and [LaLonde and Bagci, 2018], we just connect the parent capsules to children capsules in a local region (e.g. we cut the green lines and green boxes which are outside the local region, see Figure 2 (a). e.g. the Eq. 3 is rewritten to s localj = i c localij u local i|j ), and W ij is shared across the local region, which dramatically cut down on the total number of parameters to be learned. In visual tracking, the frames can be classified into three categories: the easy (containing small appearance variation), medium (containing medium appearance variation), and difficult (containing large appearance variation). In order to cope with different kinds of variations and inspired by the [Huang et al., 2017b] , the proposed DCaps model employs a dense-connected procedure (connected in horizontal, vertical and lateral connection) for the capsule unit to construct more abstract and comprehensive relationships (see Figure 2(b) ). The reason for adding these connections is to allow DCaps to learn combined features from various levels of capsules. Consider two layers l and l + 1 to illustrate the principle in DCaps. Consequently, the parents P l+1 in l + 1 layer collects the children p 1···l of all preceding layers, p 1 · · · p l as input:
where p 1 ⊕p 2 ⊕ · · · ⊕p l refers to the concatenation of the p 1···l produced in layers 1 · · · l. And the ⊕ indicates the concatenation operation. According to Eq.5, DCaps model is generated by connecting all the capsules of different types, which further forms the robust part-to-whole relationships. In our DCaps, the capsule units learn more abstract attributes as the connection goes deeper and wider. And the lateral connection between nonneighbor capsule units compensate the loss of global connectivity to improve the comprehensive of learned attributes. Inspired by the typical neural networks, the number of capsule unit increases exponentially for deeper layers, e.g. the number of capsule unit is 1, 2 and 4 for the first, second and third layers in DCaps.
In the end, the original loss l k for each capsule is expressed as:
where T k = 1, if an entity of class k is present. And λ = 0.5, m + = 0.9, m − = 0.1. This function indicates that the loss value is high when entity is absent. Here we can understand it that loss value is high when the probability of an entity appearing is small. Depending on this and convergence faster, we rewrite the loss as:
where i = 1, ..., K.
To sum up, the capsules in DCaps are routed in a denseconnected way (the solid and dashed lines indicate the horizontal, vertical and lateral connection, respectively), e.g. we route fully capsules to form more abstract and comprehensive part-to-whole relationships within the target, while the original capsules structure is simple which just satisfy easy part-to-whole relationships in the data (the object in MNIST dataset).
CDCaps
The positive and negative candidates in some tracking-bydetection trackers are determined by an IoU threshold. In our opinion, how to set the IoU threshold is a challenging task. In general, when we try to choose a higher IoU threshold, which means less background will be contained in positive candidates, the number of positive candidates would be rare. On the contrary, if we take a lower threshold, the increasing false positive candidates are inevitable since the wide positive candidates distribution. In the end, it is not reasonable to ask one detector to cope with all IoU levels. At testing phase, majority of the candidates may have low quality, the tracker must be more discriminant for lower quality candidates. Some trackers set the IoU as 0.5 or 0.6 to tradeoff above conflicting requirements. Nevertheless, such a relatively low threshold will lead to low tracking accuracy due to close false positives. And high quality candidates are heavily relied on by appropriate IoU threshold. So, it is necessary to select a set of IoU thresholds to improve the quality of candidates sequentially.
Inspired by the observation mentioned above, we decompose the regression task into a sequence to improve the tracking performance. And the cascaded regression task can be formulated as:
(8) where S indicates the number of cascade stage, and R S (c, B) is the regressor at stage S with the corresponding candidate distribution B s at current stage. In our CDCaps, the bounding box regressor is trained for a certain IoU threshold which tends to produce bounding boxes of higher IoU. So the regressor is starting from a lower IoU threshold (e.g. 0.5), and successively increases the IoU threshold (e.g. 0.65 for the second stage and 0.8 for the third stage) to resample the candidates. Besides, to tradeoff between speed and accuracy, we design total three stages in the CDCaps.
Here, we will get 3 benefits from the proposed CDCaps. First, the affluent candidates at each stage reduce the risk of overfitting. Second, the proposed DCaps with these close candidates which will enhance the part-to-whole relationships through deeper stages. Third, there is no fullyconnected layer (which is used in MDNet and SANet) in our CDCaps which keeps more spatial information and less parameters.
Tracking via TCDCaps
In this section, we show how the TCDCaps performed for visual tracking. The details are illustrated as follows: Architecture. As shown in Figure 3 , the TCDCaps is constructed for cascaded tracking with a resampling mechanism in CDCaps. At each stage of CDCaps, an ROIPool layer is used to generate candidates from feature maps of feature extractor (the VGG-M which is not only for fair comparison but also to reduce the dimension of the input for computing efficiency in tracking task). And the outputs of ROIPool layer are fed into the proposed DCaps. After that, the total loss in each stage is by minimizing:
where l s Stage i is the score regressor loss which is calculated by the overlap ratio of groundturth and x, and l b Stage i is the bounding box regressor loss, and both of them are SmoothL1 loss. I(·) is the indicator function, x is a candidate, and gt is the groundtruth. T hreshold Stage i is the IoU threshold in each Stage i (i = 1, 2, 3). Training and Updating. The training data is set the same as in [Nam and Han, 2016] . We also adopt the multi-domain learning strategy as in [Nam and Han, 2016] . For online training, to adapt the model to a specific object for online tracking, we fine-tune the TCDCaps using the coordinates of bounding box in the first frame on each individual sequence. And the tracker is updated every 10 frames. In the updating phase, the candidates are drawn by the initial IoU threshold 0.5 depending on the estimation state of the target at current frame.
Experiments
In this section, we illustrate the details of TCDCaps and validate the proposed architecture by verifying various setting. Then, we test the proposed method on 3 benchmark datasets: OTB , TC128 [Liang et al., 2015] and VOT2017 [Kristan et al., 2017] comparing with existing trackers.
Experimental Implementation
The input size is 107 × 107. In the first stage, we sample candidates by Gaussian distribution. And each stage contains one DCaps. In each PrimaryCaps, the number of input channels, output channels are 512 and 256, and the dimension of each capsule vector is 8. In each ObjectCaps, the number of input capsules is 8 × 6 × 6 = 288, and the dimension of each capsule is 8. Correspondingly, the number of output capsules is 2, the dimension of each capsule is 16. The local region is set to 2. And the routing iteration is set to 3 to prevent overfitting. The learning rate is initialized to be 10 −3 and decay exponentially with the rate of 0.9. The whole model is trained for approximately 100 iterations. 
Ablation Study
Ablation experiments were performed on OTB50 dataset [Wu et al., 2013] . Different Architecture. The performance of different architectures are illustrated in Table 1 . Compared to Caps and DCaps, TCDCaps have achieved higher performance in both precision and success rate, respectively. The results show that TCDCaps architecture can improve performance with robust feature representation and higher matching candidates. Local Region. Table 2 summarizes the impact of local region constrain in TCDCaps. Compared with TCDCaps(no lr), the proposed TCDCaps(lr) slightly reduces the performance in precision and AUC, while requiring fewer parameters. Different Stage. The impact of the number of the stages is shown in Table 3 . Adding the second and third stage improves the first stage tracker. However, the addition of a 4th stage led to a slight reduce in Precision. In the end, the three-stage tracker achieves the best trade-off.
State-of-the-art Comparison
Experiments on OTB100 Dataset. We compare the proposed TCDCaps tracker on OTB100 dataset with recently published 15 trackers: ECO [Danelljan et al., 2016a] , MCCT , MDNet [Nam and Han, 2016] [Hong et al., 2015] . The results are shown in Figure 4 . Our TCDCaps gets 0.913 and 0.683 on precision and success plot, respectively. To our best knowledge, the small gap between our TCDCaps and ECO is as the target in OTB100 suffers from large scale variations. Experiments on TC128 Dataset. A comparison with stateof-the-art trackers in precision plots is shown in Figure 5 (a). Among the compared methods, our approach improves the precision score from 0.7981 of the state-of-the-art tracker to 0.8434. The Figure 5 (b) shows the success plot over all 128 videos in TC128 dataset. The TCDCaps tracker outperforms state-of-the-art approaches with an AUC score of 0.6126. Experiments on VOT2017 Dataset. Finally, we evaluate our TCDCaps on Visual Object Tracking (VOT2017) benchmark [Kristan et al., 2017] . We compare the TCDCaps tracker with six state-of-the-art trackers including ECO, CCOT, ECOhc, two modified version of MDNet (gmdnetn and GMD) and DSST. As illustrated in Figure 6 , the TCDCaps tracker achieves competitive results with higher ranking within all the compared trackers. Detailed Analysis. According to listed as follows: (1) The TCDCaps tracker exploits more spatial details and attribute information with vectors via capsules, rather than scalars within the traditional CNNs. Besides, the part-to-whole relationships in capsules are robust to some hard occasions (occlusions, out-of-plane rotations, background clutters, motion blur and in-plane rotations).
(2) Compared the sampling strategy in other tracking-bydetection tracker (MDNet), the cascade strategy in CDCaps can improve the performance with much better candidates. In addition, although the input of our TCDCaps is whole image rather than image patches in MDNet, the parameter size of the proposed TCDCaps is much less than the MDNet (e.g. 39.2MB). For details, the total parameter size in the first stage, the second stage and the third stage is about 14.62MB, 16.39MB and 18.16MB, respectively. The parameter size in the domain layers of MDNet (FC4, FC5, FC6 ) is about 26.5MB, 1MB and 4.2MB, whereas the lightweight DCaps in each stage is about 4MB. That is, the TCDCaps just takes half size of parameters of the MDNet, and achieving higher performance, simultaneously.
Conclusions
A tracking-by-detection algorithm based on the capsules is proposed in this paper, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first attempt to extend the Capsule Networks to visual tracking task. The dense-connected capsules architecture DCaps is proposed to capture the part-to-whole relationships of the target in feature space. Besides, the DCaps model is trained in a cascaded manner, which aims to improve the quality of candidates. Meanwhile, the proposed TCDCaps tracker has achieved competitive performance in 3 large public tracking benchmarks with speed of 22.5 fps.
